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The experiment was performed in a model wine system with 3 types
of wine-derived acids added into a hydroalcoholic matrix. Two set
of samples were prepared by varying pH or titratable acidity (TA):
1) Controlled pH at two levels, allowing TA to vary
2) Controlled TA at two levels, allowing pH to vary

The samples were sensorily evaluated by a progressive profiling
approach: Take sample in the mouth and evaluate the in-mouth
mouthfeel attributes. Expectorate the sample at the 25 s and evaluate
the aftertaste mouthfeel attributes per 25 s. Stop at the 100 s.
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“Mouthfeel is something that defines all the great wines in the
world. People pay a lot of money for this just to get this lovely feel
in the mouth when tasting the wine” – Gawel, 2017
Mouthfeel refers to a group of sensations characterised by a tactile
response in the mouth. A collection of terms have been developed
to describe the mouthfeel attributes of red wines (Gawel et al., 2000)
(a) and white wines (Pickering & Demiglio, 2008) (b).
(a)                                                    (b)

Wine mouthfeel quality is shaped by matrix composition (alcohol
strength, tannin, acids, pH, etc.).

The above example shows the malolactic fermentation (MLF) which
is a key process of red wine making. MLF alters matrix acid
composition by converting malic acid to lactic acid, accompanied by
a reduced titratable acidity (TA), increased pH and improved
palatability. However, the direct sensory evidence of whether
different wine acids bring distinct mouthfeel attributes remains
poorly investigated. Whether pH or TA prominently impacts wine
mouthfeel is also missing from the literature.

The objective of this study is to understand the roles of wine
acid composition, pH and titratable acidity in influencing wine
mouthfeel perception.
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Experimental design

Results and discussion

7 mouthfeel terms were identified in the model wines:

The sensory scores of each mouthfeel attribute and their temporal
change in intensity over the 0–100 s evaluation period were
visualised using a principal component analysis (PCA). Different
numbers represent the sensory ratings at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 s.
The closer a sample point to an attribute’s direction, the higher
sensory scoring of this sample is shown in this attribute at this
timepoint of evaluation.

At various TA with a constant pH of 3.0, the samples with lactic
acid showed the highest roughness, drying and chalkiness attributes;
at pH 3.9, the sample with malic acid showed the highest intensity
of astringency.

At various pH levels, both constant high and low TA (8 g/L or 4
g/L), the samples with lactic acid showed the highest intensity of
astringency, pucker, roughness, drying, chalkiness, and lowest
fullness.

The scores for most mouthfeel attributes showed an initial increase
(development) when the sample was in the mouth (0–25 s) and
reached the maximum sensory intensity at around 25 s. After the
sample was expectorated (25–100 s), a gradual decrease (vanishing)
of scores was observed.
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For each sample, the temporal changes of mouthfeel attributes were
calculated as the rates that mouthfeel scores develop (red line) and
vanish (blue line) during the evaluation.

To articulate whether pH or TA has a determinate role in
influencing the maximum intensity and the vanishing rate of
mouthfeel scores, the “variable importance” of pH and TA were
compared using the rates calculated above.

The maximum sensory scores for fullness, intensity of astringency,
pucker and chalkiness were influenced by pH but not TA. The
maximum sensory score for resalivating was influenced by TA only.
After expectoration, the vanishing rates of drying, chalkiness and
roughness attributes were influenced by pH but not TA. The
vanishing rates of pucker and resalivation were influenced by TA.

Conclusion
The results revealed that, during the oral process of wine tasting,
changing acid composition results in distinct temporal mouthfeel
perception. How fast the most wine mouthfeel attributes vanish
during tasting is predominately determined by wine pH but not TA.

Significance
This study helps the wine industry understand the sensory effect of
common wine-derived acids at different pH and TA levels. The
wine industry can use the knowledge to optimise wine acid profile
to attain desirable mouthfeel quality and meet market requirements.
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Maximum 
intensity of 
score

pH 1.3* 2.2* 2.1* 1.9*

TA 3.6***

Vanishing 
rate of score

pH - - 1.8* 1.9* 2.4**

TA - - 2.4** 3.4***

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Vanishing of a mouthfeel 
attribute after expectoration

Development of a mouthfeel 
attribute after tasting
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